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ClG J1205+4429, the most distant ClG J1205+4429, the most distant 
fossil group at z=0.59fossil group at z=0.59

Ulmer, Adami, Covone, Durret, Lima Neto, 
Sabirli, Holden, Kron & Romer

2005, ApJ 624, 124
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A distant cluster candidate in the Bright A distant cluster candidate in the Bright 
Sharc SurveySharc Survey

638 ROSAT PSPC observations with |b| > 20° and exposure time > 10,000 seconds

Bright SHARC covers 178.6 deg2, with flux > 1.4 10–13 erg/s/cm2 [0.5-2.0keV]

ClG J1205+4429 selected for “follow-up”:
• Astrophysical Research Consortium (ARC) 3.5 m (Apache Point Observatory)

photometric redshift suggested z ~ 1

• Chandra (our data)
• XMM (our data)
• HST & VLA (archives)

see Adami et al. 2000; Romer et al. 2000, 2001
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6x1200 s R 6x1200 s R BandBand(F702W)(F702W)

rectangles=late types
ellipses=early types

HST imageHST image
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b: probably not in group (would be dominant, but
far from centroid of X-ray emission)

c: possibly not in group

mG7 – mG4 ~ 2 magnitudes

TheThe group group andand probable group probable group membersmembers

Group Group redshiftredshift:  z=0.5915  (:  z=0.5915  (MulchaeyMulchaey, , privateprivate communication)communication)

8 possible group 
members

among which
6 very probable 
group members

main

galaxy
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AGN
(=1)

bi-modal?

XX--rayray information: information: ChandraChandra mapmap

Exposure time
29,711s
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Double lobed radio source 
Possible alignment of radio source with ill-defined elongation of
X-ray emission, but no obvious relation between radio and X-ray emission

Radio/Radio/XX--rayray imagesimages



77XX--ray flux makes a difference!ray flux makes a difference!

XMMXMM--Newton Newton spectrumspectrum

Exposure times
MOS1: 21,223s
MOS2: 20,861s
PN: 16,478s

Initial: 52,200s!

Exposure times
MOS: 12,400s
PN: 9,000s

z=0.055

7 keV line
(z=0.5915)

What we
would like
to have…

What we
have!
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z optical spectroscopy= 0.5915

Redshift determination from X-ray spectral fit
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Thermal bremsstrahlung
fit assuming
z = 0.5915

kT = 3.0 ±0.3 keV

Z = 0.3 ± 0.3 Zsolar

LX,bol = (9.2±0.7) 1043 erg/s

Mgas= 1.9 1012 Msolar

Mtot = 1.0 1013 Msolar
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ClCl 1205+44 in the  1205+44 in the  
LLXX--TTXX relationrelation

�Between poor clusters
and groups
�Follows the LX-TX relation 
of z ≈ 0.4 clusters
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ResultsResults

“Normal” X-ray emission:
� Follows the LX-TX relation of z ≈ 0.4 clusters
� No strong substructures
� X-ray emission centre coincides with dominant galaxy
� Hotter than fossil groups at smaller z: probably not because other
fossil groups have cooled between z=0.6 and z=0
� LX > 10

42 erg/s

Optical properties:
� Central dominant galaxy: 

MR ~ -24.1 
much more luminous than second brightest galaxy (m1 ~ m2 – 2)

� Lopt (F702W) = 1.5x1011 Lsolar

FossilFossil GroupGroup

(following Ponman et al.1994; Jones et al. 2003) 
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PredictionsPredictions ofof numericalnumerical simulationssimulations

A A mergedmerged group group cancan relax to relax to formform a single a single 
ellipticalelliptical galaxygalaxy

�� BarnesBarnes 1989, Nature 338, 1231989, Nature 338, 123

�� GovernatoGovernato, , BhatiaBhatia & & ChincariniChincarini 1991, 1991, ApJApJ 371, 15371, 15

�� BodeBode, , CochCoch & & LuggerLugger 1993, 1993, ApJApJ 416, 17416, 17

�� AthanassoulaAthanassoula, , MakinoMakino & & BosmaBosma 1997, MNRAS 286, 8251997, MNRAS 286, 825

TimescaleTimescale for for brightestbrightest group group membersmembers < Hubble < Hubble timetime
soso mergingmerging ofof groups groups intointo ellipticalsellipticals expectedexpected to to bebe
observedobserved ((ZabludoffZabludoff & & MulchaeyMulchaey 1998)1998)
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A scenario for Cl 1205+44Cl 1205+44

�initial potential well of dark matter

�energy injection (supernovae, radio galaxies, ULIRGs…)

� group “fossilizes” at z ~ 2

�from z ~2 there is little infall of bright galaxies

�gas rich galaxies that eventually fall may lose gas by ram-pressure
stripping

�galaxies are cannibalized by central D galaxy

�star formation in late-type galaxies is suppressed
and these galaxies are almost as red as early-types

�entire evolutionary sequence ~ 4 Gyr
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OtherOther fossilfossil groupsgroups

MendesMendes de Oliveira, de Oliveira, CyprianoCypriano & & SodréSodré 2005, 2005, astroastro--phph/0509884/0509884

15
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TheThe firstfirst fossilfossil galaxygalaxy group:group:

RX J1340.6+4018RX J1340.6+4018

OpticalOptical

z=0.171z=0.171

MMVV==--23.523.5

PonmanPonman et et alal. 1994, Nature 369, 462. 1994, Nature 369, 462

X-rays (ROSAT)

TTXX=0.92=0.92±±0.08 0.08 keVkeV
Z=0.36Z=0.36±0.13 solar±0.13 solar
LLXX=4.5 10=4.5 104343 erg/serg/s
tcool=9 10

9 yr
Mtot=2.8 10

13 M0

M/L=130

RX J1340.6+4018RX J1340.6+4018
�is not a normal elliptical galaxy
�is not in the centre of a cluster
�has X-ray properties comparable 
to the brightest compact groups

Probably the merged remains of the
galaxies which previously constituted the group
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TheThe isolatedisolated ellipticalelliptical NGC 1132: NGC 1132: evidenceevidence
for a for a mergedmerged group group ofof galaxies?galaxies?

Catalogue of nearby isolated ellipticals:
z<0.03, no bright galaxy within 1 Mpc
and within velocity ±2000 km/s 

NGC 1132:
X-ray halo ~ 250 kpc radius
T~1 keV
LX ~ 2.5 10

42 erg/s
Mtot ~ (1.0 ±0.7) 10

13 M0 ~ 10xMN1132

Comparable to poor groups
Number density and spatial distribution of dwarf
galaxies comparable with those of X-ray groups,
but lack of other bright galaxies in the group

NGC 1132

ASCA contours on DSS 
Field 1°x1°

Mulchaey & Zabludoff 1999, ApJ 514, 133

NGC 1132 is a merged poor group

Similar systems possibly found by Matsushita et al. (1998) and Matsushita (2001)
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OLEGsOLEGs ((XX--rayray OverLuminousOverLuminous EllipticalElliptical
Galaxies)Galaxies)

Vikhlinin et al. 1999, ApJ 520, L1

Four objects from ROSAT survey similar to the
Ponman et al. (1994) fossil group. 

Criteria: 
•bright elliptical with no corresponding
concentration of faint galaxies
•z<0.2
•LX>2 10

43 erg/s (poor Abell clusters)

Results:
�Two objects are elliptical galaxies in the
Einstein survey
�One is the Ponman et al. (1994) fossil group
�One is new: 2247+0337

1159+5531
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�� Central galaxies Central galaxies dominatedominate
�� SpaceSpace densitydensity ofof OLEGsOLEGs comparable to comparable to thatthat ofof compact compact galaxygalaxy

groups or groups or fieldfield ellipticalsellipticals
�� OLEGsOLEGs representrepresent 20% 20% ofof clusters clusters andand groups groups withwith LX>2 10

43 erg/s
�� OLEGsOLEGs outnumberoutnumber HCGsHCGs ofof similarsimilar XX--rayray luminositiesluminosities by 3.5 by 3.5 andand are are 

as as luminousluminous as as HCGsHCGs ofof similarsimilar opticaloptical luminosityluminosity
�� OLEGsOLEGs have have highhigh values values ofof M/LM/L

OpticalOptical

z=0.081z=0.081--0.1990.199

MMVV==--23.1 (1159+5531)23.1 (1159+5531)

X-rays (ROSAT)
TTXX=2.1=2.1--2.8 2.8 keVkeV
LLXX=(2.0=(2.0--4.1) 104.1) 104343 erg/serg/s
Mtot=(0.8-1.7) 10

14 M0

M/L=270-430
fgas=0.07-0.08

OLEGsOLEGs ((continuedcontinued))

OLEGsOLEGs cancan bebe mergedmerged compact compact galaxygalaxy groupsgroups

Also see Yoshioka et al. (2004), ADSR 34, 2525, IOLEGs (Isolated OLEGs)
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TheThe nature nature andand spacespace densitydensity ofof fossilfossil
groups groups ofof galaxiesgalaxies

DefinitionDefinition ofof a a fossilfossil systemsystem::

�� SpatiallySpatially extendedextended XX--rayray source source withwith

LLX, bolX, bol >10>104242 erg/s (erg/s (excludesexcludes normal normal ellipticalsellipticals))

�� OpticallyOptically: : boundbound systemsystem ofof galaxies galaxies withwith ∆∆mm1212>2.0 >2.0 magmag
((magmag in R in R withinwithin 0.5r0.5rvirvir; ; excludesexcludes «« normalnormal » » poorpoor
clusters), clusters), dominateddominated by central by central luminousluminous ellipticalelliptical galaxygalaxy
withwith nono cDcD halohalo

�� SampleSample ofof 5 new 5 new fossilfossil systemssystems ((notnot includedincluded in in thethe
OLEG OLEG samplesample))

Jones, Ponman, Horton, Babul, Ebeling & Burke 2003, MNRAS 343, 627



2020Jones, Ponman, Horton, Babul, Ebeling & Burke 2003, MNRAS 343, 627

Optical images
and ROSAT
contours
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PropertiesProperties ofof thesethese 5 5 fossilfossil systemssystems

�� CorrelationCorrelation ofof LLoptopt withwith LLXX
impliesimplies a a linklink betweenbetween central central 
galaxygalaxy propertiesproperties andand XX--rayray
propertiesproperties ofof thethe groupgroup

�� FossilFossil group group XX--rayray luminositiesluminosities
higherhigher by a by a factorfactor ofof 5 5 
comparedcompared to normal groupsto normal groups

OpticalOptical

z=0.061z=0.061--0.2320.232

MMRR==--22.8 to 22.8 to --2525

X-rays (ROSAT)
TTXX=1.5 =1.5 keVkeV ((oneone gal.)gal.)
LLXX=(0.1=(0.1--10) 1010) 104343 erg/serg/s

Lopt vs. L X relation
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�� Rough Rough agreementagreement withwith spacespace densitydensity estimatedestimated fromfrom
OLEGsOLEGs

�� FossilFossil groups are more groups are more numerousnumerous thanthan HCGsHCGs

�� In In favourfavour ofof mergingmerging hypothesishypothesis: : 
�� gap in gap in luminosityluminosity functionfunction atat L*L*
�� highhigh L L ofof central central galaxygalaxy
�� lowlow probabilityprobability ofof obtainingobtaining ∆∆mm1212>2 by chance (>2 by chance (numericalnumerical
simulations)simulations)

�� strongstrong correlationcorrelation betweenbetween LLXX ofof groups groups andand LLoptopt ofof central central 
galaxygalaxy

�� MergerMerger 4 4 GyrGyr agoago ((nono traces traces ofof mergingmerging in in morphologymorphology))
�� AtAt leastleast a fraction a fraction ofof veryvery luminousluminous ellipticalelliptical galaxies galaxies 
formedformed via via mergersmergers in in galaxygalaxy groupsgroups

�� HighHigh LLX X couldcould bebe due to cool due to cool gasgas in in thethe centre centre andand/or to /or to 
lowlow central central gasgas entropyentropy

Also see NGC 6482 in Khosroshahi, Jones & Ponman (2004), MNRAS 349, 1240
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Conclusions: Conclusions: whywhy are are fossilfossil groups groups 
interestinginteresting??

�� If If mergermerger interpretationinterpretation isis correct, correct, fossilfossil groups have groups have 
seenseen littlelittle infallinfall ofof galaxies galaxies sincesince theirtheir collapsecollapse

�� ThusThus theythey cancan bebe important for important for studyingstudying thethe formation formation 
andand evolutionevolution ofof galaxies galaxies andand thethe intragroupintragroup medium in medium in 
an an isolatedisolated systemsystem

�� TheyThey maymay bebe a a linklink betweenbetween ellipticalsellipticals andand compact compact 
galaxygalaxy groupsgroups

�� More More highhigh redshiftredshift clusters, groups clusters, groups andand fossilfossil groups groups 
badlybadly neededneeded!!


